The Cell Phone 3D Sensing Market Enters Growth Stage, with VCSEL Revenue
Possibly Reaching US$1.139 Billion, Says TrendForce
2019-07-22 Joanne Wu
According to the latest Infrared Sensing Application Market Trend Report by LEDinside, a division of TrendForce,
seeing that smartphone shipments are predicted to decline for whole 2019 year, cell phone brands will be
engaging in a 'specs -contest' with their flagship devices for the second half-year, and 3D sensing modules will
become an important component in that race. Market revenue for VCSELs used by cell phones utilizing 3D
sensing is projected to reach US$1.139 billion as a result of this trend.
“For 2019, besides Apple, who will be implementing 3D face recognition in its iPhones wholesale, Samsung,
Huawei and Sony have also scheduled implementations of world-facing 3D sensing in flagship devices in 2H. It is
estimated that near to 10 high-end phones may use 3D sensing solutions in 2020, with some devices going so far
as to implement the solution on both the front- and world-facing cameras and pushing up VCSEL revenue,” says
TrendForce Research Manager Joanne Wu.
VCSEL Suppliers Actively Developing World-facing TOF Camera Solutions
The 3D sensing solutions currently used in the consumer market are structured light and time-of-flight (TOF).
Structured light acquires the image through projected light patterns, and is able to determine depth with extreme
precision, though it comes with a high cost and computational complexity. Moreover, Apple holds the patent for
the technology, forming a formidable patent barrier.
TOF does not enjoy the precision and depth that structured light does, but its fast reaction speeds and detection
range make up for it. TOF cameras may be divided into front-facing and world-facing versions, with front-facing
cameras costing more and world -facing cameras using the higher power VCSELs. Major VCSEL-related
companies currently include Lumentum, Finisar, OSRAM's Vixar, ams, WIN Semiconductors Corp., Advanced
Wireless Semiconductor Company (AWSC), VIAVI Solutions Inc. etc.
Android Players Eager to Penetrate Market for Varied VCSEL Applications
Many acquisitions and investments have taken place in the VCSEL market between 2017 and 2018,
demonstrating that suppliers are optimistic towards future VCSEL demand. Since Apple adopted 3D sensing
features in its iPhones wholesale in 2018, using it for face recognition and face unlock, many non-Apple
companies such as Xioami, Huawei and OPPO caught on and began development. Yet there are serious
bottlenecks in 3D sensing technology as well as a patent barrier, causing development by members of the
Android camp to be slower than anticipated. Yet many cell phone brands still see 3D sensing as a technology with
much potential.
As the 3D sensing market emerges, 3D sensing technology in future cell phones will no longer be limited to
simple face recognition and face unlock applications, but extend to 3D object recognition, modeling, AR and
various other features.
TrendForce's latest “LEDinside 2019 Infrared Sensing Application Market Report- Mobile Sensing, LiDAR and
Optical Sensing” report provides penetrating analyses into markets for IR LED, VCSEL, EEL, biometric
recognition, driver monitoring systems (DMS), LiDAR and other sensing applications. For more information,
please visit:
https://www.ledinside.com/newsletter/2351
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About TrendForce
TrendForce is a global provider of the latest development, insight, and analysis of the technology industry. Having
served businesses for over a decade, the company has built up a strong base membership base of 435,000
subscribers. TrendForce has established a reputation as an organization that offers insightful and accurate analysis of
the technology industry through five major research divisions: DRAMXchange, WitsView, LEDinside, EnergyTrend and
Topology. Founded in Taipei, Taiwan in 2000, TrendForce has extended its presence in China since 2004 with offices
in Shenzhen and Beijing. For more details about TrendForce, please visitwww.trendforce.com
Major research divisions:
DRAMeXchange focuses on memory, storage and the consumer electronics industry including PC DRAM, Mobile
DRAM, Server DRAM, NAND Flash, SSD and smartphone.
WitsView offers comprehensive coverage of the display industry from upstream components, midstream panels/touch
modules to downstream system integrators, brands and channels.
LEDinside covers all aspects of the LED supply chain from upstream equipment/materials, midstream chip/packaging
to the downstream backlight and lighting market.
EnergyTrend specializes in green energy research, such as solar energy, lithium battery, energy storage systems and
xEVs.
Topology studies structural trends of technology industries in the Greater China Region and beyond, focusing on
semiconductors, photovoltaic technology, telecommunications, and IA.
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